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See 1 minute video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ai2qYQ9jpmA
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✔ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
Step 1: Place synthetic glue in a bowl.

Step 2: Add equal amount of water to synthetic glue.
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ADD PINCH OF FOOD COLOR

MIX GLUE + WATER + COLOR
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STIR AND MIX WELL.

SYNTHETIC GLUE + WATER + COLOR
PLACE SOME BORAX IN A BOWL

ADD WATER AND STIR TO MAKE A SATURATED SOLUTION
STIR BORAX AND WATER WELL

SATURATED SOLUTION OF BORAX

GLUE + WATER + COLOR
ADD BORAX SOLUTION TO SYNTHETIC GLUE (DROP-BY-DROP)

KEEP STIRRING AND MIXING

KEEP MIXING
SLOWLY THE MIXTURE WILL FORM A "GEL"

SHAPE IT INTO A LONG SNAKE
SYNTHETIC GLUE IS A STRAIGHT POLYMER ADDED BORAX MAKES "CROSSLINKS" AND A "GEL"

SHAPE INTO VARIOUS FORMS
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ITS LIKE PLAYDOUGH
MAKE A TORTOISE!!